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Add colour to your target 
audiences’ daily life! 

Reach everyone with our bright 
and beautiful range of products. 
With us, your message becomes a 
companion for life.
 At the right time, in the right 

place. 

 Around the clock. 

 Unmissable.

 Powerful.

 Wherever people are on the 
move.

 As colourful as life itself.

That’s (D)OOH!
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Cultural Hub Poster Campaign | Culture



Authentic Cultural 
Ambassador
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Event announcements on bridges, 
large-scale billboards and 
hoardings: popular and well-loved 
by cultural hub audiences in major 
cities for decades. 

A Cultural Hub Poster Campaign is 
one of the most effective 
announcement mediums for 
limited budgets. Particularly a 
poster campaign in a city's busy 
and proven social and culture 
hotspots attracts the attention of 
an audience that is interested in 
cultural events. 

A target-group-focused cultural 
hub poster campaign is therefore a 
thoroughly authentic form of event 
announcement.
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 A Cultural Hub Poster Campaign represents authentic communication: it's the best way to reach a young audience 
interested in cultural events.

 Sites close to cultural event venues guarantee direct engagement without wastage.

 A campaign that is omnipresent throughout the city can be realised with a limited budget; this works best in 
combination with other cultural event advertising media.

Three Strong Arguments for Cultural Hub Poster Campaigns



Cultural Hub Poster Campaign at a Glance
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 Event posters on bridge abutments, hoardings or 
Billboards

 Format: A1 - 4/1, in part up to 8/1

 Network booking

 Booking interval: Fortnight

 Lead time: Ten days before display

 Bookable in selected cities

Key facts for Cultural Hub 
Poster Campaign
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Cultural Hub Poster Campaign Prices

Prices 2023. See chart "Important Information“ footnotes 1 - 3.

City
Price per day/ A11, 2

in EUR
Berlin 0.85
Bochum 0.59
Bonn 0.60
Bremen 0.57
Dortmund 0.59
Dresden tba
Duisburg 0.59
Essen 0.60
Frankfurt am Main3 0.68
Gelsenkirchen 0.59
Hamburg 0.83
Hannover 0.57
Köln 0.61
Leipzig tba
Leverkusen 0.59
Mönchengladbach/Neuss 0.59
München 0.85
Münster 0.60
Oberhausen 0.60
Osnabrück 0.60
Stuttgart 0.90
Wuppertal/Solingen 0.59



Important Information Cultural Hub Poster Campaign

FOOTNOTES 1 - 3

1 Network medium, cannot be booked individually.
2 Discounts possible for cultural events.
3 Frankfurt am Main: no product advertising permitted. 

GENERAL INFORMATION

Availability subject to prior sale.

All prices stated are net of the value added tax legally applicable at the date of 
performance. 

All of the information stated applies subject to installation and removal of spaces, 
price changes and errors and omissions.

The campaign advertising agreement general terms and conditions apply to short-
term advertising campaigns (minimum term less than six months); the long-term 
advertising agreement general terms and conditions apply to long-term advertising 
agreements: AGB | STRÖER (stroeer.de)

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Kulturmedien | STRÖER (stroeer.de)
Planen und Buchen | STRÖER (stroeer.de)

All information stated valid for 2023. Status 28/09/2022 8

https://www.stroeer.de/agb
https://www.stroeer.de/planen-buchen/aussenwerbung/kulturmedien/
https://www.stroeer.de/planen-buchen/aussenwerbung/mediadaten/


How to make your outdoor advertising sustainable
With us, your advertising is always climate-neutral - with no additional costs or effort

Going climate-neutral
 Automatic offsetting of campaign-related CO2 emissions1, in collaboration with 

ClimatePartner, through a certified climate protection project

Electricity 
 Average 90% green electricity
 All digital advertising media are powered by 100% green electricity 

Reduced energy need
 Energy-saving, state-of-the-art LED technology
 Dimming of screens depending on area and light density
 Advertising media switched off at night
 Switch to dark mode (90% less energy consumption)

Sustainable supply chain and human rights
 Supplier code of conduct regarding basic and human rights
 Compliance with human rights and clear qualitative and ethical standards
 80% of goods and services are purchased in Germany

Print
 Offset payment via Ströer for the CO2 produced when printing posters
 Sustainable printing processes in Germany, e.g. using water-based finishes
 Where possible, materials for disposal are taken to a recycling centre or a 

household waste recycling facility that uses the materials to generate heat or 
energy

Further information on the topic of sustainability can be found at: https://www.stroeer.de/nachhaltigkeit/
1 The emissions of individual advertising media that are not yet included in the offsetting will be recorded and offset in the near future. 9

Being sustainable is a tradition at Ströer. With the Sustainability Strategy 2030, we have developed a comprehensive roadmap for the upcoming years. 
Our route to a sustainable future is guided by the three guiding principles: efficiency, innovation and responsibility.

Advertising media and innovations
 Further development of the infrastructure for the sustainable development of urban 

systems (‘Smart City’)
 Support to increase the quality of life in cities through innovative solution: 

greenification of city furniture and advertising media, air filters, warning systems, 
insect hotels

Greenified departure lounge



Ströer SE & Co. KGaA
Ströer-Allee 1 . 50999 Köln
Telefon +49 (0) 2236 / 9645-000
Telefax +49 (0) 2236 / 9645-299
E-Mail info@stroeer.de

www.stroeer.de / www.stroeer-direkt.de
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